


Christianity is NOT a way of life D____________ from its message!


The problem with those who emphasize Jesus’ words over the rest fo 
the Bible (Red Letter Christians) is that they are attempting to 
E________________ one portion of the Word of God over itself. 


In Acts 1:8, the word translated “witness” is also where we get the 
English word M____________. 


The Words “live” or “to live” are found about _________ times in the 
Gospel of John.


Physical Life


There is a connection between the opening verses of John and the book 
of G_____________ that should not be missed.


The word “Logos” should remind the reader how God S__________ all 
life into existence. 


The Hebrew word “rauch”can be translated “spirit” or “breath” and is 
associated with the S_______________ word.


Christ breathes and we inhale L___________ — Christ exhales and 
G_________ life. 


Spiritual Life


Christianity is NOT a way of life D____________ from its message!


The problem with those who emphasize Jesus’ words over the rest fo 
the Bible (Red Letter Christians) is that they are attempting to 
E________________ one portion of the Word of God over itself. 


In Acts 1:8, the word translated “witness” is also where we get the 
English word M____________. 


The Words “live” or “to live” are found about _________ times in the 
Gospel of John.


Physical Life


There is a connection between the opening verses of John and the book 
of G_____________ that should not be missed.


The word “Logos” should remind the reader how God S__________ all 
life into existence. 


The Hebrew word “rauch”can be translated “spirit” or “breath” and is 
associated with the S_______________ word.


Christ breathes and we inhale L___________ — Christ exhales and 
G_________ life. 



Spiritual Life




Just as Jesus is the source of physical life, He too is the source of 
S_____________ life for all who believe. 


To understand the spiritual life available to us in Christ, we must first 
understand that apart from Christ we are D___________ spiritually.


Spiritual death means: Without Christ one is as U______________ to 
respond to God as was the dust of the earth before God breathed his 
Spirit onto it. 


The spiritually dead person cannot (in and of themselves) R__________ to 
God. 


In Ephesians 2, we see that people are spiritually dead both by 
N__________ and C___________. 


The remedy to spiritual death is new B___________


Eternal Life


Eternal life cannot be L__________


Eternal life is an A________________ life (John 10:10)


It is one of the most sad things to see a Christian that is constantly 
C______________ and M________________


For Further Thought: 


What is the connection between John 1:4 and 20:30-31?


What is the lesson that we learn from Adam being fashioned from the 
dust of the earth? 


Why must new birth (regeneration) come before (logically) faith in Christ? 
Why is this so important?


Sometimes we see one, who is not a Christian, but a good and moral 
person and compare them with the one who is greatly involved in an 
immoral lifestyle.  Who needs Jesus more? 


Think through Psalm 23 and how the psalmist believes that when the 
Lord is his shepherd life is truly abundant? 


What are some ways in which your life, even in despite of hardships, is 
truly abundant?


Just as Jesus is the source of physical life, He too is the source of 
S_____________ life for all who believe. 


To understand the spiritual life available to us in Christ, we must first 
understand that apart from Christ we are D___________ spiritually.


Spiritual death means: Without Christ one is as U______________ to 
respond to God as was the dust of the earth before God breathed his 
Spirit onto it. 


The spiritually dead person cannot (in and of themselves) R__________ to 
God. 


In Ephesians 2, we see that people are spiritually dead both by 
N__________ and C___________. 


The remedy to spiritual death is new B___________


Eternal Life


Eternal life cannot be L__________


Eternal life is an A________________ life (John 10:10)


It is one of the most sad things to see a Christian that is constantly 
C______________ and M________________


For Further Thought: 


What is the connection between John 1:4 and 20:30-31?


What is the lesson that we learn from Adam being fashioned from the 
dust of the earth? 


Why must new birth (regeneration) come before (logically) faith in Christ? 
Why is this so important?


Sometimes we see one, who is not a Christian, but a good and moral 
person and compare them with the one who is greatly involved in an 
immoral lifestyle.  Who needs Jesus more? 


Think through Psalm 23 and how the psalmist believes that when the 
Lord is his shepherd life is truly abundant? 


What are some ways in which your life, even in despite of hardships, is 
truly abundant?



